Meet the Robinsons

1. Name three types of information that Lewis records in his project/laboratory notebook.
   A. ___________________________________
   B. ___________________________________
   C. ___________________________________

2. What stage of the experimental design or science method process does Lewis begin when he realizes
   he can remember his mother? ______________________________________________________

3. Who is the scientist on the wall near the desk and on the face of the alarm clock in Lewis's room at the
   orphanage? _____________________________

4. Name three parts of Lewis’s invention and the simple machine that each part represents.
   A. Part __________________ simple machine____________________________
   B. Part __________________ simple machine____________________________
   C. Part __________________ simple machine____________________________

5. What simple machine does Doris remove from Lewis’s invention at the science fair?
   ____________________________________________

6. What simple machine(s) make up Doris’s legs? ___________________ ______________________

7. Lewis begins to rip pages out of his project/laboratory notebook after the disaster at the science fair.
   Why should you never tear pages out of your project/lab notebook?
   __________________________________________________________________________________

8. What simple machine appears on the Inventco logo?___________________________

9. Bowler Hat Guy slid off of the Inventco conference table because he did not have enough of this force?
   _______________________________________

10. What type of simple machine is the antenna on Carl the Robot’s head?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

11. What class of lever is the shovel that Bud uses to dig for his teeth?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

13. What simple machine does Uncle Art use to climb into his pizza delivery ship? _________________

14. Bowler Hat Guy tells Goob, “Don’t let it go”, in his room at the orphanage. What is the problem with
    this advice?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

15. Name 2 simple machines that Lewis uses when he is fixing the time machine.
    A. ___________________________________
    B. ___________________________________

16. Why does the Robinson Family celebrate Lewis’s failure when the peanut butter and jelly machine
    blows up?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

17. Tiny the dinosaur is snapping at everything with his teeth. What type of simple machine is he using?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

18. Tiny (the dinosaur) can’t reach into the corner of the building to grab Lewis. What simple machine
    could help him reach Lewis even though he has “little arms and a big head”?
    _____________________________________________________________________________

19. Name 2 parts and the simple machines they represent on the time machine that Lewis and Wilbur
    use.
A. Part __________________________________ simple machine ________________________________
B. Part __________________________________ simple machine ________________________________
20. What do you think of Cornelius Robinson's motto of “Keep Moving Forward”?______________________________